
Spetral methods in non stationary thermoelastiity: �rstresultsLua MassiddaCenter for Advaned Studies, Researh and Development in Sardinia (CRS4)Deember 20, 20011 IntrodutionOur interest in the appliations of thermoelastiity is mainly due to the researh ativities in the�eld of beam dumping faility design for partile aelerators, in partiular for the new LHC atCERN.Interation between high energy partile beams with targets is responsible for sudden and on-entrated heating of the material of the targets, this give rise to stress waves propagating insidetheir struture, that in some ases may be dangerous for struture stability. Well foused beamswith high energy produe more intense stress waves with a smaller harateristi wavelength, thesimulation of these phenomena beomes more important but also more hallenging for the ompu-tational e�ort involved. We have therefore applied the spetral element tehnology developed atCRS4 to this partiular lass of problems, the resulting tools have already been used, in an earlystage, for a ase study for the TOF experiment at CERN [1℄.Anyway, deformations and stresses due to temperature gradients are ommon in almost all engi-neering appliations, and thermomehanial analyses are ommon pratie in design. While mostof the normal appliations may be solved under the hypothesis of stationarity for the elasti or thethermal part of the problem, there is a lass of appliations for whih this kind of approximationis not admissible and a transient solution of the thermal and elasti problems is required. Apartfrom the afore mentioned beam dumping problem, examples may be found in almost every branhof engineering, and their study has long been a subjet matter of widespread researh ativity andinterest, mainly in the �eld of lassial thermoelasti e�ets and reently also in the �eld of nonlassial heat transmission models and thermomehanial interation. A review of reent researhativities may be found in [2℄ and [3℄.In this report a basi formulation of the general transient thermoelasti problem will be given,then the solution method, using spetral elements, will be desribed, and �nally a simple referenetest ase will be analyzed.2 Problem formulationWe onsider �rst a general formulation of a oupled thermoelasti problem.Consider a body oupying at time (t = 0) the �nite region 
 � Rd (with d = 2 or 3, number ofspae dimensions) with boundary �.The body shall satisfy the momentum balane equation and the energy balane equation:� �ui = �ji;j + �fi in 
� (0; Tf ) 8i = 1; : : : ; d (1)� _� = �Q� qi;i � T0 _e in 
� (0; Tf ) (2)The body status is desribed by the values of the displaements ui and the relative temperature� = T � T0 being T0 the stress free initial temperature expressed in the Kelvin sale.1



The usual notation is used for the vetor omponents and their derivatives, time derivatives aredenoted by overlying dots, and repeated indies mean summation.In the momentum balane equation �ij is the tensor of the Cauhy stresses, fi are the omponentsof external distributed body fores and � is the density. In the energy balane equation  is thespei� heat, Q is the external heat soure per unit area, or volume, qi are the omponents of theheat ux.The body is supposed to be a linear isotropi elasti solid, and to ondut heat aording to theFourier's law: �ij = �eÆij + 2��ij � �Æij (3)qi = �k�;i (4)The �rst is the Hooke's law expressed by means of the Lam�e oeÆients � and �, �ij is thedeformations tensor. In the seond equation k is the heat ondutivity. We have�ij = 12(ui;j + uj;i) (5)e = div(u) (6) = �(3�+ 2�) (7)The oupling between the standard elastodynamis problem and the thermal problem is given bythe last term in the elasti onstitutive law, representing the stresses due to the thermal expansions,and by the last term in the energy balane equation aounting for the internal heat soure dueto the rate of elasti volumetri deformation.The boundary � is subjeted to mehanial and thermal boundary onditions:� = �elD [ �elN [ �elA = �thD [ �thN [ �thC (8)with: �elD \ �elN \ �elA = 0 (9)�thD \ �thN \ �thC = 0 (10)With referene to the thermal problem, the omputational domain boundary � is divided inthree non overlapping parts: �thD where Dirihlet boundary onditions are applied, �thN where theboundary is of the Neumann type and �thC that represents and heat onvetion surfae, whereheat ux depends from an external medium temperature, an heat exhange oeÆient, but alsofrom the surfae temperature value. No thermal radiation is inluded sine this would imply anon linear ondition. In the following only the Dirihlet and Neumann boundary onditions willbe disussed, for the sake of simpliity:� = �D on �thD � (0; Tf ) (11)qini = qN on �thN � (0; Tf ) (12)It is also neessary to speify the initial onditions for the temperature in 
:�(t = 0) = �(0) in 
 (13)The boundary is also subjeted to elasti boundary onditions, expressed in the form:ui = �i on �elDi � (0; Tf ) i = 1; : : : ; d (14)�ijnj = ti on �elNi � (0; Tf ) i = 1; : : : ; d (15)On �elDi presribed values of the i omponent of displaements are imposed, on �elNi known trationsare applied. Apart from these an absorbing boundary ondition has been implemented, used toapproximate the in�nite media behavior; this will not be disussed here and the reader may refer2



to [4℄[5℄ for details on this subjet. The initial onditions for the elastodynamis problem shouldbe provided as well: ui(t = 0) = u(0)i in 
 (16)_ui(t = 0) = _u(0)i in 
 (17)Through the priniple of virtual work, the dynami equilibrium problem an be stated in thefollowing weak or variational form:if �u is generi funtion andidate to represent a possible solution and vanishing on �elD , �ndu = u(x; t) suh that 8t 2 (0; Tf ) and 8�u :Z
 ��ui�ui d
 + Z
 �ui;j�ij d
 = Z
 �uifi d
+ Z�elN �uiti d� (18)Similarly for the thermal problem we denote by �� a generi funtion andidate to represent apossible solution and vanishing on �thD , and we look for � = �(x; t) suh that 8t 2 (0; Tf ) and 8��:Z
 ��� _� d
 + Z
 ��;ik�;i d
 = Z
 ���Qd
� Z
 ��T0 _e d
 + Z�thN ��qN d� (19)if we split the thermal omponent of the stress:�ij = ��ij � �thij (20)��ij = �eÆij + 2��ij (21)�thij = �Æij (22)then the we an formulate the thermoelasti problem as follows:Find u = u(x; t) and � = �(x; t) suh that 8t 2 (0; Tf ) and 8�u, 8�� :Z
 ��ui�ui d
 + Z
 �ui;j��ij d
 = Z
 �uifi d
 + Z
 �ui;j�thij d
+ Z�elN �uiti d� (23)Z
 ��� _� d
 + Z
 ��;iki�;i d
 = Z
 ���Qd
� Z
 ��T0 _e d
 + Z�thN ��q� d� (24)This problem has been solved numerially using di�erent tehniques, inluding the well known�nite di�erenes and �nite element method. In the following the spetral element method will bebriey disussed and suessfully applied.3 Spetral approximationThe Spetral Element Method (SEM) may be onsidered as a generalization of standard �niteelement method, using high order pieewise polynomial funtions [4℄[5℄.It is an h-p method, sine the auray of the numerial solution may be inreased through a meshre�nement (reduing element mean size) as in a standard �nite element method, or enhaning thealgebrai degree of the funtions. This latter opportunity results very useful to the �nal user whosimply has to set the desired spetral degree at runtime to obtain the needed auray, whereasno time onsuming model meshing or re-meshing proess is required.Being u the \exat" regular solution, then the numerial solution uH;n will onverge to the exatvalue aording to the following law:k u� uH;n k� CHnexp(�n) (25)where k � k is th H1 norm and the onstant C is independent from element size H and spetraldegree n. 3



To obtain an approximate numerial solution for the thermal and elasti problems we divide theomputational domain 
 in a number of subdomains, the spetral elements, that are quadrilateralsin 2D problems and hexaedra in 3D, denoted by 
1;
2; : : : ;
K .Eah element 
k is obtained mapping a referene (or \master") domain b
 = [�1; 1℄d, (d = 2; 3)with a transformation x = Fk(x̂) where x and x̂ refer to 
k and b
, respetively.The method is not inuened by the nature of the transformation adopted, as long as this is a 1 to1 mapping with a onstant in sign and non zero Jaobian determinant, and the mapping providesthe same node positioning on the sub-domain interfaes.The simplest transformation, adopted in the ode, is the Q1 mapping that assoiates the vertex of
k with those of b
 and is linear in eah spae oordinate. The transformation is sub-parametri,but this does not a�et the onvergene behavior, and positively redues the grid generation e�ort.The spae of admissible displaement omponents and temperatures (�ui and �� in equations(18) and (19)) is de�ned as V0 = �v 2 C0(
) j vj
k 2 QN (
k) and vj�D = 0	 where QN (
k) =nv = v̂ ÆF�1k ; v̂ 2 QN(b
)o , being QN (b
) the spae of polynomials in the variables (x1; : : : ; xd)with degree less than or equal to N, with respet to eah variable; the solution is expressed asfN(x; t) = ~fq(t) q(x) (26)where ~fq(t) are the atual unknowns of our problem, being either a omponent of displaementvetor, or the temperature. The  q `s are pieewise Lagrange polynomials of degree N whih areequal to one at the q-th node and vanish at all other nodes ( ~fq(t) = fN(xq ; t)).The nodes are de�ned in the referene domain and mapped onto eah of the elements 
k; trans-formation funtions are hosen so that adjaent subdomains have nodes mapped in the samepositions at their interfae (with no dupliate nodes), and the ontinuity of the solution betweensubdomains is easily guaranteed, sine faing elements have interfae nodes in ommon.The nodes of the referene domain are de�ned as the roots of the polynomial obtained by theprodut of d one dimensional polynomials of the form (1� �)(1 + �)L0N (�), where LN is the Leg-endre polynomial of degree N and � is the oordinate in the referene domain [-1,1℄.The integrals in the previous weak form of the thermal and elasti problems are be performedon eah element 
k and the results is then summed. On the elements the integrals are evaluatednumerially by a suitable approximation of high auray, namely the Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto(LGL) quadrature formula: Z
k f d
 'Xq f(x(k)q )!(k)q (27)where xj(k) is the vetor of oordinates of the LGL nodes in 
k and the !q are the orrespondingweights.Aording to the well known strategy of the standard �nite element proedures, integrations areperformed over the referene domain b
 so the previous integral beomes:Z
k f d
 'Xq f(x̂(k)q )Jk(x̂q)!̂q (28)where xq are the images of x̂q through Fk and Jk is the determinant of the Jaobian of Fk.This hoie preserves the exponential auray, with the error of the numerial solution deayingexponentially with inreasing N (see (25), and the omputational e�ort in evaluating the integralsand solving the resulting system is minimized sine matries for inertia and heat apaity termsare naturally diagonal.4 Matrix formulationIn the previous equations (23) and (24) the thermal and elasti problem was expressed in the weakform, there the virtual or test displaement �u and temperature �� may be hosen arbitrarily in the4



funtional spae of the test funtions. Considering a set of test funtions for the displaementsand temperature, eah of them being equal to unity for a spei� degree of freedom of a node, thethermoelasti problem may be formulated in a matrix form:Mmm�u+Kmmu = fmm + fm� (29)C�� _� +K��� = f�� + f�m (30)where u is the vetor of nodal displaements; �u the vetor of nodal aelerations; � and _� are thevetors of nodal temperatures and temperature variation in time.In the matrix notation supersripts are used, m and � denote mehanal and thermal properties,respetively. Therefore Mmm is the inertia matrix; Kmm the sti�ness matrix; C�� the heatapaity matrix and K�� the heat ondutivity matrix.The vetor fmm inludes mehanial loads distributed on the body and on the boundary, while fm�is the load vetor due to thermal deformation. For the thermal problem f�� inludes distributedand boundary heat loads; while f�m inludes the thermal energy term due to the Biot's ouplinge�et.The matries are obtained with an assembly proedure of the element matriesM, as well as theload vetors.The element matries and vetors result in the following, where p and q are indies for the nodes,i, j and l are indies for vetor omponent, and we do not make use of the repeated indies rulefor summations: Mmmpiqj (k) = Æij Z
k  pi� qj d
 (31)Kmmpiqj (k) = Z
k  pi;j(Æij� ql;l + �( qi;j +  qj;i)) d
sum on l = 1; : : : ; d (32)fmmpi (k) = Z
k  pifi d
 + Z�elNk  piti� d� (33)fm�pi (k) = Z
k  pi� d
 (34)C��pq (k) = Z
k  p� q d
 (35)K��pq (k) = Z
k  p;lk q;l d
 sum on l = 1; : : : ; d (36)f��p (k) = Z
k  p�Qd
+ Z�thNk  pqN d� (37)f�mp (k) = Z
k  pT0 _e d
 (38)The elasti problem and the thermal problem are oupled by the fm� and f�m vetors. The valuesof all the vetors f have to be alulated at eah time step while the matries remain onstant dueto the linearity of the problem.In addition to spae disretisation, it is neessary to speify a time advaning algorithm to allowthe solution of the oupled system.5 Time disretisationSeveral approahes have been proposed in literature to solve the oupled thermoelasti problemwith impliit and expliit shemes; most of them require the assembly and subsequent solution ofthe omposite system of equations, with both the elasti and thermal terms, to allow the orret5



alulation of the oupling e�ets. This approah, anyway, may lead to ill-onditioned linearsystem, with poor results, and low omputational eÆieny.We found more suitable for our intent and for pratial appliations of the resulting ode, to treatthe elasti and the thermal system separately, with di�erent approahes for time integration.The thermal problem is in fat solved with an impliit bakward Euler sheme, and the elastiproblem is solved by an expliit, leap-frog sheme.While the former method is unonditionally stable, the latter must satisfy the Courant-Friedrihs-Levy (CFL) ondition on the time step: �t � ��xminmax (39)where �xmin is the minimum spaing in the spetral grid and max is the maximum wave propa-gation veloity; �nally � 2 (0; 1) is a stability parameter.The �xmin in the LGL points distribution orresponds to the nodes near the border of the sub-domain, where the grid spaing is proportional to L=N2, L being the harateristi length and Nthe polynomial order.For the heat transfer problem, knowing the temperature vetor �n at time tn = n�t, and thevetors for the external heat soures and the elasti oupling e�et at time tn+1 (f��n+1 , f�mn+1) it ispossible to alulate the vetor of the temperature �n+1 at time tn+1 by solving:� 1�tC�� +K��� �n+1 = 1�tC���n + f��n+1 + f�mn+1 (40)For the elastodynami problem, knowing the the displaements un and un+1, the external foresfmmn+1 and the loads due to the thermal oupling fm�n+1, it is possible, without solving any linearsystem (inertia matrix is diagonal), to alulate the displaements un+2:un+2 = �t2 (Mmm)�1 �fmmn+1 + fm�n+1 �Kmmun+1�+ 2un+1 � un (41)Due to the di�erent order of time derivation and to a suitable hoie of the operation sequene,it is possible to assure the orret oupling between the elasti and thermal problem. Here theoperation sequene is desribed, supposing un+1 and �n known:1. Calulate f�mn+1 based on the displaements un+12. Calulate f��n+1 not dependent by the temperature or displaement value3. Solve the linear system and alulate �n+14. Calulate fm�n+1 based on the temperatures �n+15. Calulate fmmn+1 not dependent by the temperature or displaement value6. Calulate un+27. Print results if neessary, update time and go bak to step 1In our view, this method is the best ompromise, allowing an exat treatment of the oupling, anda good omputational eÆieny. The elasti system is solved very fast in a full expliit way, andthe time step is not exessively small. The fat that the thermal system has to be solved impliitlyis a minor drawbak: an expliit method would imply another limit for the allowable time step,and it appeares in many ases that this is more severe than the limit due to the elasti problem,with exessively long omputation time.The proposed method has been implemented in the framework of the spetral element library underdevelopment at CRS4, therefore inheriting from the experiene gained in the implementation anduse of odes designed for other physial appliations.6



6 AppliationsThe e�et of thermal stresses may be important in various engineering problems. Thermal stressesare normally present in every struture but their importane is proportional to the value of tem-perature gradients and heat uxes, and, for non stationary problems, to the time rate of theheating, and temperature variation in the struture.It is ommon pratie to adopt several approximations in solving this problem.Apart from steady problems, where the heat transfer is stationary and the elasti problem is stati,two types of transient problems are normally treated In the �rst lass, elasto-dynamis phenomenaare by far quiker then the thermal transient, therefore in this ase a transient thermal problem issolved �rst and a set of stati elasti problems are solved at times of interest[2℄. This approah isused for a wide lass of heating and ooling problems in engineering. In the seond lass of prob-lems a sudden heating is applied (often to model some kind of explosion) and the elasto-dynamiproblem is studied; the thermal problem is not solved at all, and temperature distribution is keptonstant, sine the harateristi time sales of its variation are assumed to be orders of magnitudehigher than those involved in the elasti phenomena [1℄.Obviously, the method developed may be used eÆiently in solving the above lasses of problems,with none or few modi�ations to the approah depited above, to reah the maximum eÆieny.Anyway this method is best used in a wide lass of engineering problems in whih these simpli�a-tions are not allowable: among the others, strutural vibrations in satellites, impats of projetiles,laser heating and welding, forging of metalli alloys [2℄[3℄[6℄.If the material behavior may be onsidered elasti, due to the material properties of the ommonengineering alloys, the heating e�et of the elasti deformation is often negligible, but this is notorret for some high tehnology reently developed materials [6℄.As an example we present an appliation known as Danilovskaya's �rst problem, for whih ananalytial solution is known in literature, at least for the unoupled problem, along with severalwell tested numerial solutions for the oupled ase [2℄[7℄[8℄.We onsider an elasti half spae (x > 0), with the boundary plane x = 0 subjet to a suddenimposed temperature heating, after whih the temperature is held onstant. The bounding planeis tration free at all times and the elasti half spae is onstrained so that only uniaxial movement(perpendiular to the surfae) are allowed. Hene, the problem is essentially one dimensional, butwill be here solved in a two dimensional domain.The domain onsidered is 4 units wide and 1 unit high; all the mehanial quantities may behosen arbitrarily sine non dimensional quantities will be used for the results analysist� = �2sk t x� = �sk x T � = T � T0T1 � T0 (42)u� = (�+ 2�)�sk�(3�+ 2�)(T1 � T0)u �� = ��(3�+ 2�)(T1 � T0) (43)s =s�+ 2�� Æ = �2(3�+ 2�)2T0�(�+ 2�) (44)In the previous equations s is the wave propagation veloity in the material; Æ is a parameterdesribing the oupling e�et: for traditional materials its value is in the range between 0:01 and0:1 while some high performane omposite material an reah values up to 0:5. A mesh of 40�10quadrilateral elements is used and omputation is performed using di�erent spetral degrees.In the graph of Fig.1 the time history of temperature and displaement for a point plaed atx� = 1:0 are ompared with the analytial solution for the unoupled problem. It appears howthe numerial solution rapidly onverges to the analytial exat solution inreasing the spetraldegree. The plots of Fig.2 show the results in the model at t� = 1:0. The plots of Fig.3 desribethe inuene of the mehanial oupling: the same problem has been analyzed using di�erentvalues of Æ (the ase with Æ = 1:0 does not orrespond to any known material, and is presentedin order to larify the trend in the physial behavior). Several other appliations are envisaged,linked to the ativity of the group and will be presented in future works.7
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Figure 1: Comparison of analytial and numerial results for the unopled problem with di�erentspetral degrees
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Figure 3: Comparison of numerial results for the oupled problem with di�erent values of theoupling parameter
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7 ConlusionsA method for the solution of the oupled transient thermoelasti problem has been presented. Theproedure allows the solution of the fully oupled thermoelasti problem, treating the thermal andelasti problem separately and assuring the orret oupling by a suitable hoie of the operationsequene. As a test ase, a problem well known in literature has been presented.The method is based on the spetral element tehnology under ontinuous development at theSolids and Strutural Mehanis area at CRS4, it has all the bene�ts of the spetral elementmethod, a generalization of the �nite element method based on the use of high order polynomials.Referenes[1℄ Buono S., G. Fotia, F. Maggio, and L. Massidda Simulation of the elasti wave propagationindued by the PS beam into the TOF target at CERN, CRS4-TECH-REP-01/57[2℄ Tamma, K. K., and R. R. Namburu, Computational approahes with appliations to non-lassial and lassial thermomehanial problems, Applied Mehanis Reviews, 50 (9), pp.514-551, 1997[3℄ Zhu, Y. Y., and S. Cesotto, Transient thermal and thermomehanial analysis by mixed FEM,Computers & Strutures, 53 (2), pp. 275-304, 1994[4℄ Casadei, F., E. Gabellini, G. Fotia, F. Maggio, and A. Quarteroni, A hybrid spetral-element/�nite-element method for omplex wave propagation appliations, CRS4-TECH-REP-00/21, submitted to Computer methods in applied mehanis and engineering[5℄ Faioli, E., F. Maggio, A. Quarteroni, and A. Tagliani, Spetral-domain deomposition methodsfor the solution of aousti and elasti wave equations, Geophysis, 61 (4), pp. 1160-1174, 1996[6℄ Rao, D. M., and P. K. Sinha, Finite element oupled thermostrutural analysis of ompositebeams, Computers & Strutures, 63 (6), pp. 539-549, 1997[7℄ Cannarozzi, A. A., and F. Ubertini, Un approio variazionale misto in dinamia termoelastia,AIMETA - XIII Convegno Italiano di Meania Computazionale, Atti, pp. 682-699, 2000[8℄ Danilovskaya, V.I., Thermal stresses in an elasti half spae arising after sudden heating of itsboundary, Prikl. Mat. Mekh., 14, pp 316-318, 1950
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